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PMSC Path Forward: Share, Collaborate, and Retain

- Continual Sharing and knowledge repository of Best Practices (Coming Year)
  - Understand various PMO structures at Different Laboratories
  - Benchmark Cost Estimating Standards for Science and Research Projects
  - Study and Define Project Management Team size including Project Controls, Risk Management, and Estimating
  - For non-traditional projects, study applicability of Agile-approached scheduling based on GAO standard

- Facilitate Communication
  - Contacts
  - Representatives
PMSC Path Forward: Timely Practical Help and Solutions

• Project Review Help
  – Maintain a Shared Peer Reviewer List
  – Continual discussion of standards and expectations for peer reviews

• Solutions to Emergent Budget & Schedule Impacts
  – COVID-19
  – Geopolitical disruptions, e.g., war, trade tariffs, embargos
  – Supply Chain Disruptions
  – Inflation & Escalation
PMSC Path Forward: Navigate Agency Changes

- Government Agency, or Related, Policy/Guidance Changes
  - Additions
  - Revisions
  - Impacts

- PARS-II EV Change Impacts
  - PM requires all Labs to upload to PARS if over $20M
  - Analytics
  - Upload Interface
    - Challenges
    - Debug
Open Discussion